
ON THE MANOR HOUSE, MEARE, SOMERSETSHIRE. 

W H I L E the churches and chapter houses, the cloisters and 
refectories which were erected by the religious communities 
formerly existing in this country have justly engaged a large 
share of attention, the humbler buildings which they raised 
on their rural possessions have been comparatively neglected. 
Yet the same union of architectural taste ancl good construc-
tion is to be found in either class ; the remains of their 
manor houses ancl granges, their barns and dovecotes, 
abundantly show the application of the same principles to 
which the durability ancl beauty of the more important 
structures are clue. Among the examples to which we can 
still refer, for the illustration of their architecture in con-
nection with rural economy, there are probably few now in 
existence more deserving of notice than the buildings 
erected on the lands once belonging to the Abbey of 
Glastonbury. Though a few fragments but faintly indicate 
what were the " ampla et perpulcra maneria " of Wrington, 
East Brent, and Sharpliam, there still remain the Barns at 
Pilton, at Doulting, ancl at Glastonbury itself—the last of 
which, as has been saicl, is a structure far more beautiful and 
monumental than many a modern church—ancl also the 
remarkable buildings, of which I propose to give some 
account, viz., the Manor-house of Meare and the small house 
near it, traditionally known as the Abbot's Fish-house. 

Meare is about three miles west of Glastonbury, situate 
on a small piece of firm ground rising slightly above the 
marshes (or, as they are called in Somersetshire, moors) 
which surround it on all sides. In consequence of its 
situation, it is in early, times always spoken of as an island. 
The name is obviously derived from the mere or lake which 
existed on the north side of the village until the beginning 
of this century. It came into the possession of the Abbey 
of Glastonbury in the seventh century, ancl on account of the 
abundant supply of fish furnished by the mere, of the facilities 
afforded by its position for the swanneries, heronries, &c., 
in which our ancestors so greatly delighted, and of its 
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nearness to Glastonbury, it appears to have been always 
greatly valued by the monks. The minute and circumstantial 
accounts, both of the manor-house and of its various appur-
tenances, -which have been preserved, enable us, with the aid 
of the existing remains, to form a very good idea of what 
our ancestors deemed a " right goodly manor." 

According to the legends of Glastonbury, St. Benignus, 
the .successor of St. Patrick in the see of Armagh, and 
afterwards in the Abbacy of Glaston, passed the latter part 
of his life as a hermit upon this island, and the mere is said 
to have been formed at his prayer. Passing, however, from 
legend to history, we find that the mere and the adjacent 
islands were among the earliest donations to the Abbey of 
which we have any apparently authentic record. Kenewalch 
or Cenwalla, King of Wessex, granted the fishery with other 
property in 670 to Abbot Beortwald, or Brithwald. This 
charter of donation is a curious example of the turgid style 
which the Saxons affected in the composition of such 
documents, and the anathematising clause is very singular. 
The more important parts of the charter are as follows :— 

" Ego1 Cedwalla terrain que dicitur Ferramere unum cassatum Beortwaldo 
Abbati libenter largior, necnon duas parvas insulas, hoe est cum captura 
piscium in utraque parte stagni cum paludibus, silvis pascuis apium 
et omnibus ad se pertinentibus dabo ei ut liabeat diebus vite sue 
ct post obitum suurn cuicumque volverit derelinquat. Corroboravimus 
nunc crucisque signo confirmato hoc donativum stabili jure gratum et 
ratum decerno durare quam diu vixero (et ?) poli terras atque equora circa 
ethera siderum jusso moderamine volvet (volvent ?) — Si quis autem nisus 
fuerit lmjus mee donacionis testamentum confringere, aut adimere conatur 
ipse acrius multatus sit infernalis ergastuli pena demersus quam eo demon 
vel diis dampnatorum paravit. Ego Cemvalla basilleos Westsaxonum 
proprie manus subscripcione sancte crucis designavi effigiem nemo qui se 
regeneratum in Cliristo noverit liujus largicionis donum presumat." 

Here follow the names of the witnesses, 

In this charter the island is called Ferramere, and in a 
charter of King Ina, in confirmation of this and other grants, 
Ferlingmere. In later times, however, these names seem to 
have been restricted to the lake, the island or the manor 
being called simply Mere. Under this name it appears in 

1 As Kenwalch was then King of tlie 
West Saxons, this most likely is an error 
of some transcriber, the name in the 
subscription being written Cenwalla ; and 

thoro are evidently other inaccuracies in 
the copy of this charter given in the 
Monasticon, i., p. 47 (last edit.), whence 
this extract is taken. 
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Domesday (torn. i. fo. 90) as an appendage to the manor of 
Glaston, and is there thus mentioned :— 

" To this manor [i. e. Glaston] adjoins an island, which is 
called Mere, where are 60 acres of land. The arable is one 
carucate ; and 10 fishermen, and 3 fisheries, which pay 
20 pence ; and 6 acres of meadow, and 6 acres of wood, and 
2 arpents of vineyard. It is worth 20 shillings.·" 

The great wealth of the Abbey of Glastonbury excited the 
cupidity of its neighbour, Savaricus, Bishop of Wells, and he 
in 1193, availed himself of his relationship to the Emperor 
of Germany to procure, as one of the conditions of the 
liberation of Richard Coeur de Lion, the annexation of the 
Abbey to his Bishopric. The Abbot, Henry de Swansey, 
was summoned to the continent, and met the King at 
Haguenau in Alsace, where all the conditions of this bargain 
were arranged. The Abbot's consent was purchased by the 
promise of a bishopric, which was given him shortly after, on 
the vacancy of the see of Worcester. The papal sanction to 
such annexation was also obtained. The monks of Glaston-
bury, however, were refractory, and a series of disputes 
commenced, which lasted until 1218, and are narrated at 
very great length in the chronicle of Aclam of Domerham 
(De Rebus gestis Glastoniensibus). The whole controversy 
presents a curious picture of the manner in which a question 
involving ecclesiastical rights was then litigated, one side 
obtaining decrees from the Pope, the other opposing to their 
execution prohibitions obtained in the King's courts. Adam 
of Domerham bewails the unhappy state of the monks : 
" Quos nunc regiorum jacula praeceptorum confodiebant nunc 
apostolicorum turbines mandatorum supra vires concuscie-
bant. Quo tempore tam monachi quam Savaricus citra 
ultraque mare continue discurrentes utrique suse parti 
suffragancia indefatigabiliter impetrare nitebantur." These 
proceedings were diversified by an occasional recourse to 
armed force ; the Bishop in the first instance made a forcible 
entry into the Convent and confined the refractory monks 
in the infirmary for the whole day without food. On one 
occasion some of the retainers of the Abbey were killed by 
the Bishop's men, in taking forcible possession of one of the 
manors, and the Abbot elected by the monks, William Pica, 
is alleged to have been poisoned at Rome, where he went to 
prosecute his suit. Commissioners were at length nominated 
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by the Pope, with powers to settle the dispute, and by them 
the Manor of Mere, with eight others, estimated as one-
fourth of the possessions of the Abbey, were assigned to the 
Bishop ; but the Convent was to retain the right of fishing 
" in the water of Feringemere," conjointly with the Bishop. 
The monks, as may be supposed, were most unwilling to 
acquiesce in this spoliation, and appealed against the decision 
of the commissioners. In 1218, a final arrangement was 
made, by which the Bishop gave up Meare and five other 
manors, retained only three, and renounced his claim to 
the Abbacy. 

Abbot Michael de Ambresbury, elected in 1235, was 
active and successful in still further recovering the ancient 
rights of the Convent, and Adam of Domerham exultingly 
relates that " Dictus Michael paulatim et prudenter ac sine 
strepitu memoratum episcopum \i. e. Bishop Joscelin] jam 
senescentem et debilem dissaysivit, successoremque suum 
Rogerum, viz., episcopum virum simplicem et senem ac 
hujus (modi V) negociorum inexpertem omnino exclusit, et 
Glastoniam ad pristines libertates restituit."—His proceedings 
were not always of so quiet a kind, as the chronicler tells 
that the possession of some of the alienated property was 
recovered " non sine vi armata." 

In consideration of these eminent services when, in 1252, 
on account of age and infirmities, he resigned the Abbacy, a 
residence within the Abbey precinct was assigned to him, and 
the Manor of Mere was granted to him for life as a country 
house ; the fishery being reserved to the Convent; it was 
provided that the monks should maintain at Mere a custos 
or warden, of the fishery, moors and bounds. 

In the course of the XHIth century disputes arose 
between the Convent and the Dean of Wells, relative to 
their respective rights in the moors surrounding Meare, and 
in the account of one of these quarrels given by Adam of 
Domerham, the " custos morse" is mentioned as seizing and 
detaining the boats of the Dean, which were unduly intruding 
upon the waters of Ferlingmere. These quarrels were at 
length settled, and a deed made at Westminster in 1275, by 
which the rights of the disputants were clearly defined as to 
the Mere and other matters. The Abbot's right to the 
manor and the fishery was fully acknowledged, but the Dean 
and his tenants were to be allowed to navigate the waters 
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from sunrise to sunset; this restriction to daylight being no 
doubt introduced in order that· nocturnal voyages might not 
afford opportunities for illicit fishing. 

Adam de Sodbury, who became abbot in 1322, and died in 
1335, obtained the appropriation to the convent of the rectory 
of Mere, and Johannes Glastoniensis relates of him (p. 267), 
that, " Capellas et cameras apud Mere Pulton et Domerham 
fecit construi speciosas cum aliis sumptuosis seclificiis. 
Bcclesiam parochialem de Mere fecit dedicari et curiam 
ibidem lapideo opere communiri cum vinariorum [viva-
riorum V\ delectu." 

It is not quite clear whether this passage is to be under-
stood to mean that this abbot built the manor-house as well 
as walled it about, but as its style, as well as that of the 
chancel of the church, corresponds very well with the date, 
it seems probable that both were his work. The fish-house, 
being identical in style with the manor-house, may also be 
attributed to him. 

Collinson (History of Somerset) says the manor-house was 
built by Abbot de Cancia, about 1300, but he gives no 
authority for this assertion, and the style of the existing 
building does not appear to admit of so early a date. 

No notice of any interest, connected with Meare, occurs 
from the time of Abbot de Sodbury until that of Abbot 
Richard Beere : the latter abbot added considerably to the 
manor-house. In 1517 he made a perambulation of the 
estates of the abbey, and caused a terrier to be compiled 
containing the results of this survey. This, and the survey 
made by " Richard Pollard and Thomas Moyle, esquyers, 
generall surveyors of the king's highnes landes," in 1539, 
contain a very full account of the manor and its appurte-
nances ; the one frequently furnishing particulars wanting 
in the other. In the terrier the house and its outbuildings 
are thus mentioned :— 

" Est ibidem perpulcrum et amplum manerium antiquitus fundamentum 
et per Dominum Abbatem nunc cum novis cameris ornatum cum staguis 
piscinis et pomeriis infra procinctum ejusdem manerii muratum ex magna 
altitudine et spissitudine murorum lapidibus fortiter circumvallatum, 
continens infra muros praedictos 111 acras 1 perticam. 

" Item grangea cum bartona ibidem et domus exterior vocata Wodehouse 
in australi parte manerii prssdicti continens 111 perticas dimidiam. 

" Insuper gardinum et p.omerium in oricntali dicti manerii 1 ac 11 
pertie ct la Botehaye cum virgulto ibidem continens 1111 ac 1 pertic. 
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" Est ibidem domus columbarum qua; non existimatur hie quia columbellai 
inde provenientes expenduntur in familia Domini, tamen reddere solebat 
xx s. per annum." 

The other survey notices the house as follows:— 
" The scite of the Manour. The scite of the said mannor is of an 

auncyent building having a fayre large hall, thone halfe whereof is covered 
with leade and thotlier with slate with viii fayre chambers, a propre 
chapell, with a kytcliyn ; buttery and pantrye and all other bowses of 
office very necessary. Finally, the house is fit for a man of worship, but 
thayer thereof is not very holesome saving to such as have contynued long 
therein, whereunto are appertayning iii fayre orchardes, well replenyshed 
with fruteful trees, with iii large ponds in them conteyned, full of all 
maner of fysshe which is not here put in value, untill the king's highnes 
pleasure therein be known. . . . . . . η. 1." 

No details are given in this survey as to the outbuildings, 
but the Mere is mentioned as follows :— 

" Fysshinges. 
" Also there ys apperteynyng unto the sayde manor one fysshing called 

the Mere which ys' in circuite fyve myles and one myle and an halfe brode, 
wherein are great abundance of pykes, tenchs, roches, and jeles, and of 
divers other kynde of fysshes which hathe allwayes ben kept to the use 
of the house, and is worthe by the yere to be letton to ferme xxvi li. 
xiii s. iiii d . " 

In Abbot Bere's terrier the mere is said to be one mile in 
length, and three-quarters of a mile in breadth: the difference 
between these estimates may have been caused by the first 
having been made in winter, and the second in summer, as 
Lelandsays of it that it was " in winter a 4 miles in cumpace, 
when least 2^, most commonly 3." The waters of the mere 
were enlivened by a flock or " game " of 40 couple of swans. 

Besides the mere there were four wears, at which were 
fisheries, two of which were let, one at 206·., the other at 
13s. 4d. 

Woods are mentioned in which the herons made theii 
nests, and are stated in the terrier to have produced annually 
about 100 young. The later survey also mentions a " game " 
of sixteen pheasants in these woods. 

At that time vast parts of the manor were almost value-
less, about 85 acres on the west of the mere, being frequently 
under water, and on the north side was a moor containing 
3300 acres which was chiefly covered with heath, and only 
available as producing some pasturage. This is now entirely 

VOL. Χ. Υ 
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reclaimed and valuable land. Besides this there was another 
moor called Southeathmore, some parts of which, I believe, 
still remain in their original state. Two quarries of " lyas " 
are mentioned in Bere's terrier ; from these the materials of 
great part of the house and church were no doubt taken. 

The survey of Pollard and Moyle estimates the number of 
tenants and other " able men recyant and inhabiting within 
the sayde lordeship redye to serve the king " at the number 
of thirty. In an old chest in the church a number of breast 
and head pieces are preserved, which perhaps served for the 
arming of these " able men." The whole annual value of the 
manor was estimated by Pollard and Moyle at 941. 3.s. 3c?. 
Abbot Bere's terrier contains no general estimate of its value. 

The remaining history of the manor may soon be told. In 
1547 it was granted to Edward, Duke of Somerset, on whose 
execution it escheated to the crown, but appears to have 
been afterwards regranted to his descendants. In 1758, 
Charles, Earl of Northumberland, sold the manor-house and 
estate to Peter Taylor to whose descendants it now belongs. 

The most important event, in the modern history of Meare, 
is the drainage of the lake. Before the dissolution of the 
Abbey great care was taken to keep in proper order the 
watercourse called the March Yeo, which was cut in very 
early times from the Brue into the Axe, and which discharged 
the superfluous waters of the Mere. 

"When the lands in Meare, and in Brent Marsh had passed 
into different hands, the due maintenance of this cut was 
neglected, and the lake extended itself over the neighbouring 
moors. It was not until 1801 that effectual measures were 
taken to drain this district; an Act of Parliament was 
obtained, and by deepening the outfalls of the rivers, and 
digging new cuts, a complete drainage has been effected. 
The Mere has entirely disappeared, and its bed is now rich 
meadow-land. The only existing memorial of it, and of its 
once valuable fishery, is the house to which tradition 
continues to attach the name of the Abbot's fish-house. 

The manor-house in its present state forms two sides of a 
square, the two other sides being Avails.2 A small court is 
thus enclosed. The house occupies the western and 
southern sides ; its front being to the south. From this, 
which may be called the south wing, a porch, with a room 

2 In the woodcut of the exterior the wall is omitted. 
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above it, projects, and at the north-eastern angle of the 
other, or north-wing, is a small projecting building 
which also appears to have had an upper floor, now 
destroyed. A line of wall extended from the house to 
the west, and in this remains a doorway with decorated 
mouldings. This wall seems to have connected the house 
with the barton or farm-yard; the barn, dove-cote, and stables 
remained until 1837, when they were pulled down, and 
nothing of them now remains except one or two archways. 

The additions which Abbot Bere made to the house have 
entirely disappeared, and I have been unable to ascertain the 
plan of them with any accuracy. The whole of the existing 
building appears to be of one date, which, as I have said 
above, is the earlier half of the fourteenth century. 
Excepting the alteration of the windows of the front into 
square-headed ones, the insertion of some modern doors and 
windows, and the blocking up of some of the windows, the 
house has been but little altered externally. Internally, 
the changes have been greater, and the original distribution 
of the space is now difficult to trace. The only rooms which 
retain their original fire-places, or anything of their 
ancient appearance, are the large hall at the north end of 
the building, and a room now used as a kitchen, which is 
below the southern part of the hall. 

The house it will be seen is of two floors throughout; the 
lower rooms are about ten, the upper about sixteen feet in 
height. The upper floor contained the principal rooms ; 
those on the ground floor are, however, not mere store-
houses and cellars, as in the house of the twelfth and thirteenth 
centuries, but well-lighted rooms with fireplaces ; with the 
exception of one small part there are no stone vaults, but 
the upper floor rests on strong beams supported by plain 
corbels. The kitchen is in the south wing, and was entered 
directly from the porch ; an immense chimney remains, but 
the fire-place has been altered in the inside. Whether the 
whole of this wing was occupied by the kitchen, or whether 
its western end was parted off to form another room, cannot 
now be ascertained. The southern end of the north wing 
had a room about 30 feet by 22. In this the original fire-
place remains; the corbels over it support the hearthstone 
of the fire-place of the hall which is immediately above it, and 
the same chimney shaft serves for both fires ; the north end 
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of this wing was evidently used as a cellar and store-house ; 
a part which is inclosed by inner walls is covered by a 
segmental-arched stone vault, and had formerly iron doors. 
In what manner access to the upper floor was originally 
obtained it is now difficult to trace. I was very positively 
assured that a broad flight of steps covered by a slanting 
roof ran up in front of the southern end of the north 
wing. The wall, however, having been rough-cast outside, 
and papered inside, no trace of a door-way can be found, 
and it would be somewhat contrary to the usual arrange-
ment, that a door from the exterior should be placed at 
the upper end of a hall.3 The lower end of the hall has 
three doors, west, north and east: those west and east must, 
I think, have opened upon external stairs, one communicating 
with the court, the other with the barton. The north door 
opened to the upper floor of the small projecting building, 
which was probably either a garderobe, or contained a 
winding stair. Whatever the arrangement of the stairs may 
have been, it does not appear that they could have afforded 
ready access from the kitchen to the hall—a point generally 
very carefully attended to in mediseval houses. 

The principal feature on the upper floor is the large room 
or hall which measures about 60 feet by 22, supposing it to 
have occupied the whole of the wing. The window at the 
end has a transom, and its lower lights, having never been 
glazed, retain the original wooden shutters ; a projection 
will be observed on the mullion, made to receive the bolt of 
the shutter. The fire-place is a fine example of its period ; 
being represented in the annexed woodcut a description is 
unnecessary. The curious manner in which the central stone 
of the mantel-piece is supported will be observed.—Nearly 
opposite to the fire-place is a sort of shelf or bracket, on which 
remain the bases of five small shafts ; possibly this when 
entire formed four niches for the reception of small figures. 

The existing roof is modern; the ancient one was in all 
probability very similar to that of the fish-house, with, 
perhaps, somewhat more ornament; the ends of the principals 
remain, inserted in the walls in the same manner. The 
other wing is now deprived of all original character 

3 At C on the plan of the upper floor is 
marked what is alleged to be the remains 
of a screen, It is however not the usual 

position of a screen, and it may be doubted 
whether it really was such. 
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internally, being diverted into a number of small rooms. It 
has a chimney corbelled out from its eastern end, but the 
fire-place is either destroyed or hidden. The windows on 
its north side are blocked up, and the only remaining trace of 
what it was, is the stone with three panels of perpendicular 
work carved upon it which is represented on the plan. 

The porch with the small room over it is finished by a 
singular gable surmounted by the figure of an abbot, which 
is clearly of fourteenth century work. It will be observed 
that no trace of the " propre " chapel which once existed is 
to be found in the building as it now stands. 

Of the farm-buildings and other out-offices nothing-
remains, as I have said above, but very small fragments; 
it is much to be regretted that no competent observer 
examined them before their destruction in 1837. Had they 
been preserved, we should have had an almost complete 
example of a fourteenth century manor-house with its 
subordinate buildings. 

Of the wall which is so much dwelt upon in Abbot 
Bere's terrier, only one side remains, that on the north. 
It is about 150 yards long, and in its present state about 
12 feet high. Within this wall are remains of the fish-
ponds mentioned in Pollard and Moyle's surveys. One of 
them was filled up not many years ago by the present 
tenant of the farm. 

The other building which I have alluded to, the " Fish-
house "-as it is called, is about 150 or 200 yards to the east 
of the manor-house. The garden and orchard noticed 
(see p. 16) in Abbot Bere's survey as on the east of 
the manor, seem very probably to have belonged to this 
house. If the " Botehaye " were the yard or enclosure in 
which the boats used in the fishing were kept, it would be 
very natural that the house of the superintendant of the 
fishery should be immediately adjacent. 

It is a remarkably unaltered example of a house of its date 
being entire4 with the exception of a small projection which 
was once attached to the west end near the north angle. 

4 Since the above was written, I have been pulled down since 1800, and a person 
been kindly furnished by the Rev. Mr. now living states that he well remembers 
Williamson, of Theale, with the following rings and chains fastened in the walls. Ill 
remarks :—" There was at the west-end the village are five plots of ground, each 
of the Fish-house, a small room, or cell, about one-sixth of an acre in size, which 
traditionally called the 'prison it lias are still called 1 Fishing plots.'" 
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The plan, as will be seen by the view of the exterior, is a 
parallelogram. The · ground floor is divided into three 
rooms, the central one measuring 15 feet 3 inches by 16 feet 
4 inches; those at each end, 8 feet 8 inches by 16 feet 
4 inches. The door opens into the central room, and in this 
is a fire-place divided into three parts, from one of which 
a small oven opens. These rooms are about 7 feet in height, 
the floor of the upper rooms forms the roof and rests upon 
stone corbels. In the western room is a door-way which 
gave access to the small projecting building now destroyed. 
A similar door-way led from it into the chamber above. 

The upper floor is divided into two rooms, the eastern 
measuring 24 feet 2 inches by 16 feet 4 inches, and the 
western, 8 feet 8 inches by 16 feet 4 inches. Both are 
covered by good open roofs of the same date as the house. 
This room is entered by a doorway at the top of an external 
stair, as will be seen in the view of the outside. 

This building which is very valuable as an almost entire 
and quite unaltered example of a small house or cottage of 
its period, was recently in a state bordering upon ruin. 
Mr. John Henry Parker of Oxford, having, however, called 
the attention of the proprietor, Sir Charles Taylor of Holly-
combe, to its ruinous state, the latter has very liberally 
directed that the repairs needful for its preservation should 
be made, and as Mr. Parker has undertaken to superintend 
them, it may be confidently hoped that this interesting relic 
of the domestic architecture of the fourteenth century will 
be preserved in its present primitive and unaltered state. 

The chancel of the church which is close to the manor-house 
has windows of very peculiar tracery, this no doubt is part 
of the structure which was dedicated by Abbot de Sodbury, 
and probably built by him. The mouldings, though not the 
same as those used in the house, do not seem to differ much, 
if at all, in point of date. The roof much resembles that 
of the fish-house, but is more ornamented. The south door 
of the nave has some remarkably fine iron-work of the 
fourteenth century. 

The walling of the church and of both the houses is of 
lias, no doubt from the quarries mentioned in Abbot Bere's 
terrier; the buttresses, jambs and tracery of the windows 
and other dressings are of an oolitic limestone. 

ALEX. NESBITT. 
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